When my summer began, Mr. Jensen and I headed across the Pacific Ocean in our raft, towards the islands of Hawaii. Along the way we ran into a number of interesting characters. One in particular was an unusually friendly Humpback Whale. This whale helped push our raft hundreds of miles, giving us a break from rowing. After reaching the Hawaiian Islands, we began our scuba adventure. We managed to stay underwater for four straight days. During this time we found a school of Moorish Idols (Scar from Finding Nemo). With just a few hours of training, we had these beautiful fish doing fabulous tricks. They were so excited about their new talents; they decided to come back to the mainland with us in order to perform at Sea World. Even though we were enjoying our new friends underwater, Mr. Jensen and I soon began to miss our pets back in Colorado. We hopped back into our raft, and with our Moorish Idol friends, headed back home to Castle Rock.